We are First Class
We are
respectful…

Responsible…

Kind …

Learners…

And leaders…

Committed to
achieving the
best…
I am a first class
achiever
because I…

For our world.

I have first class
respect because
I…

I have first class
responsibility
because I…

I have first class
kindness
because I…

I am a first class
learner because
I…

I am a first class
leader because
I…

Take pride in looking,
acting and doing the
best for myself every
day

Am on time and
present every day

Never ignore people
or their feelings

Am ready and
equipped to learn
every day

Aim to be a confident
speaker in any
situation

Don’t give up when
things get tough, and
enjoy the challenge of
solving problems

Improve my school,
community and
country with my
words and actions

Show respect to all
other people, no
matter who they are

Think about how my
words or actions
could affect others

Always have good
manners, and listen
when others speak

Make my own
choices, and accept
responsibility for the
results
Work towards targets
and goals to make
myself successful

Know it’s ok to get
things wrong and to
struggle

Have excellent
communication and
teamwork skills

Keep my goals in
mind, even if just to
do my best every day

Know that knowledge
and learning will
always open doors for
me
Ask questions and
reflect on my learning
to improve

Can plan and organise
for myself and others
to reach a goal

Believe in my future
self and career with
high aspirations

Learn about and
value lives, cultures
and places different
to my own
Welcome everyone,
and celebrate
differences

Show care and
kindness to every
person, near and far

Always use respectful
language

Am fair and honest
with strong principles

Contribute to a calm,
safe, positive learning
environment for all

Ask for help and
support when
needed, including for
others

Inspire and
encourage others to
achieve their own
goals and dreams
Support other
people’s right to
belong, be
themselves, and be
appreciated

Make the right
decision even when it
is hard

Push past my comfort
zone and aim for the
next step

Do my part in saving
the planet

Feel proud when I
make progress

Understand that
success isn’t always
about winning or
getting 100%

Extend my learning
independently

Am a role model of a
good citizen to others

I am a first class
citizen because
I…

